
GREENLAND TREKKING GUIDED TRAVERSE OF THE ARCTIC CIRCLE

MAY 14TH, 2020 - GREENLAND THE ARCTIC CIRCLE

The Arctic Circle Trail is located on the western coast of Greenland connecting the towns of Kangerlussuaq and Sisimiut. There are no roads between the towns. The act is 165 km long and extends in an east west direction approx 70 80 km north of the Arctic Circle.

MAY 19TH, 2020 - THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IS LOCATED ON THE WESTERN COAST OF GREENLAND CONNECTING THE TOWNS OF KANGERLUSSUAQ AND SISIMIUT THERE ARE NO ROADS BETWEEN THE TOWNS THE ACT IS 165 KM LONG AND EXTENDS IN AN EAST WEST DIRECTION APPROX 70 80 KM NORTH OF THE ARCTIC CIRCLE MAP OF THE ACT

May 12th, 2020 - Caitríona Lucas Challenge Hiking The Arctic Circle Trail in Aid of Burren Chernobyl Project Find Out More Here S Idonate Ie Fundraiser 11380845 The
May 17th, 2020 - The Arctic Circle Trail is Greenland's most popular backpacking trail passing through around 100 miles of spectacular scenery including pristine lakes and fjords, beautiful waterfalls and cascades, towering snow-covered mountain ranges and high points with sweeping views of valleys while also featuring enjoyable wildlife viewing.

'My search for silence on Greenland's Arctic Circle Trail' May 16th, 2020 - Here the Arctic Circle Trail acts the longest waymarked trail in Greenland runs from the Arctic desert at Kangerlussuaq to the Western seaboard at Sisimiut; it passes through some of the most untamed backcountry on Earth. Peter's first day of trekking alongside Kangerlussuaq fjord; Peter Watson, Lonely Planet

'Trekking in Greenland' May 15th, 2020 - At just over 100 miles long and taking 7 to 10 days to complete, the Arctic Circle Trail crosses the largest area accessible by foot in Greenland, lying 25–30 miles north of the Arctic Circle. It runs from Kangerlussuaq to Sisimiut, both of which have airport access.

'Packing amp planning for the Arctic Circle Trail' June 1st, 2020 - While hiking the Arctic Circle Trail is possible in the winter, it's far more difficult and technical. The primary hiking season is from June to September when the trail is free of snow. Greenland has a mosquito problem; swarms can be downright maddening from June until mid-August. When the first frost finally kills them off.

'Trekking Through Fire and Ice on Greenland's 102 Mile Arctic Circle Trail' May 5th, 2020 - In 2010, Cicerone published Paddy Dillon's 'Trekking in Greenland: The Arctic Circle Trail.' At that time, about 300 people hiked the trail every summer. Last year, when I did it, so did about 1,600 other hikers.
'greenland the arctic circle trail trekkingpartners
May 1st, 2020 - greenland the arctic circle trail will be visiting the ice cap in kangelussuaq and trekking the arctic circle trail which is about 160 180 km 100 110 miles looking for a trekking mate s dates 02 08 17 15 08 17 if interested send me a private message i will let you know the details reply
hiking the arctic circle trail visit greenland
may 31st, 2020 - the arctic circle trail is a breathtaking expanse of greenland backcountry the low arctic vegetation climbs up the sides of mountains as the terrain grows steeper near the coast clean rivers and trickles from the rock beg you to quench your thirst a faint trodden trail quietly lead you along your way
treking in greenland the arctic circle trail book
May 7th, 2020 - at just over 100 miles long and taking 7 to 10 days to plete the arctic circle trail crosses the largest ice free patch of west greenland this splendid trekking route lying 25 30 miles north of the arctic circle runs from kangerlussuaq to sisimiut both of which have airport access
treking the arctic circle trail a dream goes up in smoke
May 31st, 2020 - the arctic circle trail is a long distance footpath in greenland it runs from the inland settlement of kangerlussuaq to the town of sisimiut on the west coast the trail is 165km long and usually takes between seven and 10 days to plete greenland
is larger than mexico and in fact the largest island in the world,
day planning for greenland arctic circle trail solo hike attempt 2 august 2020 the full day planning of my trip including my visits to ilulissat and illimanaq based on a 7 8 day thru hike planning and preparation for my arctic circle solo hike a full post following my preparations for the trail
hiking the arctic circle trail in greenland adventures
May 30th, 2020 - in my article hiking the arctic circle trail on visitgreenland or watch in live video in my ultimate greenland hiking guide on visitgreenland and if you still can t get enough see here for my other blog posts about hiking in greenland
arctic circle trail the best greenland trekking
May 16th, 2020 - arctic circle trail is a long distance footpath in an unfettable experience in arctic landscape find yourself in an 180km long and 10 days adventure
solo hiking in greenland the arctic circle trail all
May 25th, 2020 - what is the arctic circle trail the act is a trekking route that fits neatly into one of the largest ice free areas of west greenland lying approximately 50 kilometres 30 miles north of the arctic circle the trail stretches 165kms 103 miles between kangerlussuaq and sisimiut and walkers generally take from 7 to 10 days to plete the walk
arctic circle trail guidebook trekking in greenland
May 26th, 2020 - at just over 100 miles long and taking 7 to 10 days to plete the arctic circle trail crosses the largest ice free patch of west greenland this splendid trekking route lying 25 30 miles north of the arctic circle runs from kangerlussuaq to sisimiut both
of which have airport access the trail traverses remote empty silent and stunningly scenic arctic tundra and is mostly gently graded with just a few short steep and rocky slopes.

mile

June 2nd, 2020 - In 2010 Cicerone published Paddy Dillon's Trekking in Greenland the Arctic Circle Trail at that time about 300 people hiked the trail every summer last summer when I did it so did

'Forside Arctic Circle Trail'

May 22nd, 2020 - Arctic Circle Trail Is The Traditional And Most Popular Hiking Route In Greenland The Route Is Around 165 Km Through Very Varied Ground Here The View Changes From One Grand Sight To The Other Along The Way It Is Possible To Sleep In Small Tourist Cottages Or A Tent That You Bring Along Yourself There Is Also A Great Wildlife At The Route'

'Trekking through fire and ice on Greenland s 102 mile'

May 10th, 2020 - In 2010 Cicerone published Paddy Dillon's Trekking in Greenland the Arctic Circle Trail about 300 people hiked the trail every summer then last summer when I hiked it so did about 1,600'

'Tips For Trekking The Arctic Circle Trail In Greenland'

May 16th, 2020 - One Of Our Most Important Tips For Trekking The Arctic Circle Trail Is Plan For Every Type Of Weather Including Strong Winds Sleet And Snow Heavy Rain And Sub Freezing Temperatures I Trekked The Arctic Circle Trail During A Summer Of Unprecedented Temperatures In The Arctic Which Has Caused Widespread Wildfires Throughout The Polar Region''

'Sisimiut Arctic Circle Trail'

May 11th, 2020 - Wele to Sisimiut ca 75 km north of the polar circle the climate is arctic with temperatures as low as 35 degrees celsius at winter and up to 20 degrees celsius during the summer it is the most northern town of Greenland with a harbor free of ice during the winter and the most southern one with dog sledge riding with real Greenlandic dogs'
TREKKING IN GREENLAND THE ARCTIC TRAIL BOOK 2010
MAY 28TH, 2020 - GET THIS FROM A LIBRARY
TREKKING IN GREENLAND THE ARCTIC TRAIL PADDY DILLON THE LONGEST WAYMARKED TRAIL IN GREENLAND THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL RUNS FROM KANGERLUSSUAQ TO SISIMIUT BOTH WITH AIRPORT ACCESS THE ROUTE TRAVERSES REMOTE EMPTY SILENT AND STUNNINGLY SCENIC

greenland s trekking the arctic circle trail summary
June 1st, 2020 - the peak hiking season for this part of greenland is from late june to mid september during this period the average temperature along the arctic circle trail ranges from around 0 o celsius at night to 17 o celsius during the day however keep in mind this is the arctic and the weather can change quickly

TREKKING GREENLAND S ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL MY TRIP REPORT
JUNE 1ST, 2020 - GREENLAND S ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IS OFTEN LISTED AS ONE OF THE BEST LONG DISTANCE HIKES IN THE WORLD THE TRAIL STRETCHES UP TO 200 KILOMETERS 124 MILES FROM THE EDGE OF THE ICE CAP TO THE FISHING TOWN OF SISIMIUT ON THE WEST COAST DEPENDING ON FITNESS LEVELS AND THE SPECIFIC ROUTE CHOSEN IT CAN TAKE ANYWHERE BETWEEN 7 12 DAYS TO PLETE

THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND Provides A Wonderful Trekking Adventure To Those Who Love To Escape Into The Wilderness To Enjoy The Sound Of Silence And To Breathe Fresh Air Trekking The Arctic Circle Trail Is The Perfect Adventure For Nature Lovers And For Those Who Want To Leave Behind The City Life And All The Stress That Es With It

10 days hiking the arctic circle trail in greenland one may 19th, 2020 - the arctic circle trail is one of the most remote treks in the world passing from kangerlussuaq to sisimiut and from near the greenland ice cap to the sea or the reverse depending on where you choose to start with no civilisation between the start and end it requires you to be entirely self sufficient

'bushwalking' trekkering greenland s untamed arctic May 17th, 2020 - born to be wild trekking greenland s untamed arctic circle trail away from the polar bears and ice cap is a little known hiking trail that traces the line of the arctic circle intrigued phoebe smith packed her sense of adventure and headed north

'arctic circle trail the greenland trekking ousland
May 28th, 2020 - greenland is a lot more than ice and snow the arctic circle trail is a 160km long established trekking route that goes between kangerlussuaq and sisimiut it is a long wilderness trip that has much of the same intensity as a full blooded crossing of the icecap it goes in a unique wilderness area on the west coast of greenland'

'hiking The Arctic Circle Trail In Greenland
May 23rd, 2020 - There You Will Find Over One Hundred Crystal Blue Coloured Lakes To Quench Your Thirst Or Swim In Stunning Mountain Backdrops While Hiking In Unspoilt Backcountry Chasing The Midnight Sun There Are Small Huts Dotted Sparingly Along The Arctic Circle Trail Which Are The Only Signs Of Any Infrastructure Along The Trail

'born to be wild trekking greenland s untamed arctic
May 17th, 2020 - born to be wild trekking greenland s untamed arctic circle trail away from the polar bears and ice cap is a little known hiking trail that traces the line of the arctic circle intrigued phoebe smith packed her sense of adventure and headed north

'the arctic circle trail tackling greenland s wild and
HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND-ARCTIC

MAY 24TH, 2020 - MAR 21 2018 ON THE WEST COAST OF GREENLAND THE WORLD’S BIGGEST ISLAND IS ONE THE GREATEST HIKES IN THE WORLD THE 164KM 102MILE LONG ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL I HIKED THE ENTIRE HIKE INDEPENDENTLY IN 9 DAYS HERE’S MY GUIDE WITH MORE THAN 60 PHOTOS AND TRAIL DESCRIPTION

PDF TREKKING IN GREENLAND THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL

MAY 14TH, 2020 - AN ESSENTIAL GUIDEBOOK FOR HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL AT JUST OVER 100 MILES LONG AND TAKING 7 TO 10 DAYS TO COMPLETE THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL CROSSES THE LARGEST ICE FREE PATCH OF WEST GREENLAND THIS SPLENDID BACKPACKING ROUTE LYING 25 30 MILES NORTH OF THE ARCTIC CIRCLE RUNS FROM KANGERLUSSUAQ TO SISIMIUT BOTH WITH AIRPORT ACCESS

HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND

MAY 29TH, 2020 - TREKKING IN GREENLAND ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL BY PADDY DILLON IS AN EXCELLENT INFORMATIVE READ ACCOMPANIED WITH MAPS ROUTE DESCRIPTIONS AND PHOTOS 14.95 AVAILABLE HERE THREE HIKING MAPS ARE REQUIRED SISIMIUT PINGU AND KANGERLUSSUAQ THEY ARE ON SALE IN GREENLAND BUT IT’S BEST TO PURCHASE BEFOREHAND 15.95 EACH VIA HARVEY MAPS

HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND

MAY 29TH, 2020 - HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND THE WORLD’S BIGGEST ISLAND IS ONE THE GREATEST HIKES IN THE WORLD THE 164KM 102MILE LONG ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL I HIKED THE ENTIRE HIKE INDEPENDENTLY IN 9 DAYS HERE’S MY GUIDE WITH MORE THAN 60 PHOTOS AND TRAIL DESCRIPTION

HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND

MAY 29TH, 2020 - HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND THE WORLD’S BIGGEST ISLAND IS ONE THE GREATEST HIKES IN THE WORLD THE 164KM 102MILE LONG ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL I HIKED THE ENTIRE HIKE INDEPENDENTLY IN 9 DAYS HERE’S MY GUIDE WITH MORE THAN 60 PHOTOS AND TRAIL DESCRIPTION

HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND

MAY 29TH, 2020 - HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND THE WORLD’S BIGGEST ISLAND IS ONE THE GREATEST HIKES IN THE WORLD THE 164KM 102MILE LONG ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL I HIKED THE ENTIRE HIKE INDEPENDENTLY IN 9 DAYS HERE’S MY GUIDE WITH MORE THAN 60 PHOTOS AND TRAIL DESCRIPTION

HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND

MAY 29TH, 2020 - HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND THE WORLD’S BIGGEST ISLAND IS ONE THE GREATEST HIKES IN THE WORLD THE 164KM 102MILE LONG ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL I HIKED THE ENTIRE HIKE INDEPENDENTLY IN 9 DAYS HERE’S MY GUIDE WITH MORE THAN 60 PHOTOS AND TRAIL DESCRIPTION

HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND

MAY 29TH, 2020 - HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND THE WORLD’S BIGGEST ISLAND IS ONE THE GREATEST HIKES IN THE WORLD THE 164KM 102MILE LONG ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL I HIKED THE ENTIRE HIKE INDEPENDENTLY IN 9 DAYS HERE’S MY GUIDE WITH MORE THAN 60 PHOTOS AND TRAIL DESCRIPTION

HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND

MAY 29TH, 2020 - HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND THE WORLD’S BIGGEST ISLAND IS ONE THE GREATEST HIKES IN THE WORLD THE 164KM 102MILE LONG ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL I HIKED THE ENTIRE HIKE INDEPENDENTLY IN 9 DAYS HERE’S MY GUIDE WITH MORE THAN 60 PHOTOS AND TRAIL DESCRIPTION

HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND

MAY 29TH, 2020 - HIKING THE ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL IN GREENLAND THE WORLD’S BIGGEST ISLAND IS ONE THE GREATEST HIKES IN THE WORLD THE 164KM 102MILE LONG ARCTIC CIRCLE TRAIL I HIKED THE ENTIRE HIKE INDEPENDENTLY IN 9 DAYS HERE’S MY GUIDE WITH MORE THAN 60 PHOTOS AND TRAIL DESCRIPTION
May 26th, 2020 - this splendid trekking route lying 25-30 miles north of the arctic circle runs from Kangerlussuaq to Sisimiut both of which have airport access the trail traverses remote empty silent and stunningly scenic arctic tundra and is mostly gently graded with just a few short steep and rocky slopes.

'is the Appalachian Trail open the Washington Post
May 27th, 2020 - trekking through fire and ice on Greenland's 102 mile Arctic Circle Trail the ATC maintains a frequently updated list of closed areas and services on its website.

'Arctic Circle Trail Illustrated Guide Paxton Visuals
May 21st, 2020 - hiking the Arctic Circle Trail should be on everyone's bucket list and it is easy to understand why why not plan a few extra days since you are in Greenland how often can you say that you have been to Greenland I would recommend doing so at the end of the trip if you are staying in Sisimiut or Kangerlussuaq and see the sights.

'trekking in Greenland the Arctic Circle Trail Paddy
May 10th, 2020 - at just over 100 miles long and taking 7 to 10 days to complete the Arctic Circle Trail crosses the largest ice-free patch of West Greenland this splendid trekking route lying 25-30 miles north of the Arctic Circle runs from Kangerlussuaq to Sisimiut both of which have airport access.